Characters D6 / The Five (Chell, Chokla,
Name: The Five
Members: Chell, Chokla, Koobaree, Mavin, Suzal
Headquarters: Five's warship
Location(s): Hellhoop
Date founded: Centuries before the Battle of Hoth
Date fragmented: Between 0 ABY and 3 ABY
Dexterity: 4D
Perception: 3D
Knowledge: 2D
Willpower: 12D
Strength: 4D
Mechanical: 4D
Technical: 4D
Special Abilities
Black Fireclaw: The Five had the ability to use wand like devices to emit Black Fireclaws, which
could cause 6D damage. However this could be used to create pain, requiring Willpower to resist or the
target could not act due to the pain, stun damage, or energy damage, each level built on the last, so
targets who were killed, died screaming in pain.
Telepathy: Using their willpower, The Five could read minds and send messages across distances.
Illusions: Using their Willpower, The Five could create realistic illusions, although it is not known if
these were physically manifested or just mental illusions. But these appeared to the targets to be
completely real, causing the target to react to them as if the illusion was actually present in reality.
Move: 10
Description: The Five were a group of five beings who lived in a mysterious area of space known as the
Hellhoop. They claimed to worship many dark deities such as the "Left-Handed God", the "Soulworm",
and the "Lady with the Locust Heart", along with evil itself. They spent centuries subjecting those they
captured to imprisonment, torture, and death.
One such group of captives included Han Solo, Leia Organa, and Chewbacca. Thinking Chewbacca to
be nothing more than a mindless ape, they locked him away separate from the others, but he was able to
free both himself and the other captives, including Wutzek, an ancient Force-sensitive demon. Wutzek
proceeded to destroy every member of the Five and allowed Han, Leia, and Chewbacca to go free before
destroying the Five's warship.
Five's warship

Description: This warship was a capital ship used by the Five.
Suzal
Died: Between 0 ABY and 3 ABY, the Hellhoop
Species: Human
Gender: Male
Hair color: Gray
Description: Suzal was a member of the Five. After kidnapping Han Solo, Chewbacca, and Princess Leia
while they were traveling through the Hellhoop, Suzal was deciding whether or not to hold them for years
or to just kill them. He sent Han and Leia to the dungeon and he chained Chewbacca to a wall. Han and
Leia escaped and went to release Wutzek. He was subsequently killed by the Force-sensitive demon.
Mavin
Died: Between 0 ABY and 3 ABY, the Hellhoop
Species: Human
Gender: Male
Hair color: Black
Description: Mavin was a member of the Five. After killing four members of the Torgaigne crime
syndicate, he himself was killed by the Force-sensitive demon Wutzek.
Koobaree
Died: Between 0 ABY and 3 ABY, the Hellhoop
Species: Human
Gender: Female
Hair color: Black
Description: Koobaree was a member of the the Five. She was killed by the Force-sensitive demon
Wutzek.
Chokla
Died: Between 0 ABY and 3 ABY, the Hellhoop
Species: Human
Gender: Female
Hair color: Brown
Description: Chokla was a member of the Five and was romantically involved with Chell. She was killed
by the Force-sensitive demon Wutzek.
Chell
Died: Between 0 ABY and 3 ABY, the Hellhoop
Species: Human
Gender: Male

Hair color: Brown
Description: Chell was a member of the Five and was romantically involved with Chokla. He was killed by
the Force-sensitive demon Wutzek.
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